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We use inverse design to discover metalens structures that exhibit broadband, achromatic focusing
across low, moderate, and high numerical apertures. We show that standard unit-cell approaches
cannot achieve high-efficiency high-NA focusing, even at a single frequency, due to the incom-
pleteness of the unit-cell basis, and we provide computational upper bounds on their maximum
efficiencies. At low NA, our devices exhibit the highest theoretical efficiencies to date. At high
NA—of 0.9 with translation-invariant films and of 0.99 with “freeform” structures—our designs are
the first to exhibit achromatic high-NA focusing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces [1, 2] are patterned optical thin films that
offer the possibility of manipulating light, for applica-
tions from holography to lenses, with precision equal to
or greater than their bulky conventional-optics counter-
parts. For metasurface lenses, i.e., metalenses, a now-
standard approach of “stitching” together wavelength-
scale resonators into a larger device has demonstrated
the possibility of focusing [2–9], but has suffered from
narrow-bandwidth operation, low-numerical-aperture re-
strictions, and/or low focusing efficiencies. In this pa-
per, we prove that unit-cell designs cannot have high
efficiency for high numerical apertures; conversely, we
theoretically demonstrate that “inverse design,” a large-
scale computational design technique optimizing all ge-
ometrical degrees of freedom [10–20] can discover high-
numerical-aperture (“fast”) lenses that operate over vis-
ible bandwidths with best-in-class focusing efficiencies.
Inverse design enables rapid computation of gradients
with respect to arbitrarily many geometrical degrees of
freedom; our implementation using a minimax formu-
lation of the design criteria identifies fabrication-ready
designs that can simultaneously achieve the large bend-
ing angles of high-NA lenses with the broad-bandwidth
control that is necessary. Our results demonstrate the
capabilities of adjoint-based approaches for superior de-
sign, and the emerging possibilities for combining mul-
tiple high-efficiency, hard-to-achieve functionalities in a
single metasurface.
Metasurface designs and implementations have demon-
strated the core functionality required for many ap-
plications: holography [22–24], retroreflection [25], flat
lenses [5–9, 26] and tunable optical components [27].
Yet that functionality is typically highly restricted in
bandwidth, angular acceptance, and/or numerical aper-
ture. Underlying these restrictions is the intuitive “unit
cell” approach that pioneered initial metasurfaces de-
signs [1, 2, 28], whereby large-area films (tens to thou-
sands of wavelengths in diameter) are constructed from
libraries of wavelength-scale unit cells whose outgoing-
wave phases, under “locally periodic” boundary condi-
tions, are optimized for a single or few frequencies. This
approach has been a crucial first step for designing large-
area structures with complex patterning. Yet in the case
of metalenses, which require precise control of potentially
rapidly varying wavefronts, no metalens designs to date
have achieved broad bandwidth and high numerical aper-
ture. And as we show here, the assumption of local peri-
odicity is incompatible with the requirements of high-NA
focusing, wherein the amplitude and phase of the outgo-
ing field must undergo rapid variations. Using a basis-
projection approach we show that an assumption of lo-
cal periodicity necessarily entails large focusing-efficiency
losses, even at a single frequency.
To circumvent the limitations of the resonator-based
unit-cell approach, we instead use inverse design to dis-
cover full-wave structures that simultaneously achieve
broad bandwidth, high numerical aperture, and high ef-
ficiency. Inverse design centers around computing gradi-
ents with respect to large numbers of structural degrees
of freedom by “adjoint”-based methods. Adjoint-based
sensitivities trace their roots to control theory [29–32],
and have since been used for rapid, efficient optimiza-
tion in circuit theory [33], aerodynamics [34], mechan-
ics and elasticity [35], quantum dynamics [36, 37], and
deep learning [38–40], where it is known as “backprop-
agation.” More recently it has emerged as a promising
design tool for nanophotonics [18, 19, 41] for applications
including waveguide demultiplexers [17, 42, 43], beam de-
flectors [44, 45], photonic bandgaps [46], solar cells [47],
and many others. Preliminary studies have applied in-
verse design to metasurfaces [13, 20, 45, 48], including
large-area metasurfaces [15, 49], albeit thus far limited
to isolated frequencies or metrics other than lens focus-
ing (beam deflection, polarizers, etc.).
In this work, we use inverse design to demonstrate
broadband achromatic metalenses operating with rela-
tively high efficiencies across the visible for both small
and large numerical apertures as shown in Fig. 1. To
fully explore the design space and the tradeoffs associated
with numerical aperture, bandwidth, and efficiency, we
primarily design two-dimensional dielectric profiles, while
demonstrating that the methods scale to fully three-
dimensional films. We make no periodic / unit-cell ap-
proximations, and indeed the designs that we discover
often show rapidly varying spatial profiles; to ensure fea-
sible computation times, we design devices in the 10–
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FIG. 1. Metalens inverse design. (a) The figure of merit for optical focusing is computed at an exit plane of the metalens (dashed
line). (b) Schematic comparison of the unit-cell design approach, whereby a single (ideal) phase is fixed, using an incomplete
basis periodic-boundary diffraction orders, versus large-area inverse design, whereby the full device scattering properties are
incorporated into the design. (c) Compilation of broad-bandwidth inverse-designed metalenses using “freeform” (red) and
constant-z (“Const-z”) geometries, showing relatively high efficiencies for numerical apertures ranging from 0.1 to 0.99. The
black circles indicate recently published results [8, 9, 21] with similar bandwidths, which operate only in the low-NA regime.
60λ size range. With recent developments in fast elec-
tromagnetic solvers [50, 51], one can anticipate apply-
ing this approach to devices orders of magnitude larger,
with small and controllable errors, in the near future.
The full-device optimizations enable us to overcome the
efficiency losses and single-functionality limitations asso-
ciated with assuming small, periodic unit cells, which are
especially prominent at high NA. Our metalens designs
demonstrate the capability for inverse design to lead the
discovery of non-intuitive yet superior metalens devices.
II. UNIT-CELL-METALENS EFFICIENCY
LIMITS
The prototypical approach to metalens design is the
unit-cell method [3, 9, 26], wherein the fields at the exit
plane of the metalens are designed by breaking them into
wavelength-scale “unit cells” that vary slowly and can
be treated locally as periodic elements. This reduces the
large-scale design problem into a large number of much
smaller design problems, while simplifying the physics
of the problem. In the prototypical case with a unit-
cell period smaller than the wavelength, there is only a
single outgoing diffracted-wave order for each cell, and
the design problem simplifies to one of controlling the
phase and amplitude of each cell’s outgoing wave. Such
a formulation extends to broadband metalens operation,
where all of the complexity of large-area, many-frequency
operation can be simplified to control of phase and its
first two derivatives—group velocity and group velocity
dispersion—at a single frequency [8]. Yet there are com-
plex tradeoffs associated with the unit-cell approach. For
any fixed fabrication tolerance, a larger period allows for
more complex unit cells, but as the period increases be-
yond the wavelength, higher-order modes are introduced,
which if not controlled can lead to significant efficiency
losses. Conversely, smaller periods reduce the number of
geometrical degrees of freedom, particularly if the local-
periodicity assumption is to hold.
We use a modal-decomposition analysis to derive
bounds on focusing efficiencies for metalenses designed
by a unit-cell approach, at any given frequency. We show
that even without incorporating deviations from the un-
controlled assumption of periodic boundary conditions,
a high numerical aperture necessarily incurs significant
efficiency losses in the unit-cell approach.
Consider a lens focusing light to a focal point. At the
exit plane of the lens, the optimal fields Eideal are the
time-reversed conjugates of those radiated from a dipole
at the focal point. (The dipole polarization may be se-
lected for maximum efficiency.) In a unit-cell approach,
designing a metalens by stitching together library ele-
ments simulated with periodic boundary conditions (over
period Λ) is equivalent to designing the field EUC,ideal as
a linear combination of basis functions um,Λ(x) that are
the diffraction orders of each “periodic” unit cell:
EUC,ideal(x) =
NdNuc∑
m=1
cm,Λum,Λ(x), (1)
where Nuc is the number of unit cells, Nd is the number
of (polarization-resolved) diffraction orders per unit cell,
and the Λ-periodic diffraction orders um,Λ are given by
um,Λ(x) =
1√
AΛ
εˆme
i[2pi(amx+bmy)/Λ+kzmz]Hm(x), (2)
where εˆm is the unit-vector polarization, AΛ is the unit-
cell area, Hm(x) a Heaviside step function that is nonzero
only for the unit cell corresponding to mode index m,
the variables am and bm are integers, and kzm is the
appropriate forward-propagation wavevector component
such that the total wavevector magnitude is ω/c, for fre-
quency ω. The basis functions um,Λ form an orthonor-
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FIG. 2. (a) Upper bounds to the single-frequency focusing efficiency of a metalens designed by a unit-cell approach. (Shown
for a 2D metalens with diameter L = 100λ.) For high numerical apertures, there is a significant efficiency loss incurred by
the unit-cell approach, especially for unit-cell periods Λ close to but smaller than the wavelength λ, where there is a single
diffraction order (Nd = 1) and the best theoretical efficiency may only be 20%. Inset: variation of the maximum efficiency as a
function of period, with abrupt discontinuities as new orders appear. (b) Optimal fields, real part (upper) and phase (lower), of
the ideal metalens (blue) and the ideal unit-cell design (orange), showing that non-periodic nature of the focusing fields leads
to amplitude and phase inaccuracies in the unit-cell approach.
mal set of functions over the area A of the device, i.e.∫
A
u†m,Λun,Λ = δmn.
Every unit-cell metasurface design [5, 8, 9, 22, 26, 28]
is implicitly using Eq. (1) to describe the outgoing fields.
The true ideal field is the time-reversed field from a dipole
at the focal point, which we denote Eideal. The best pos-
sible unit-cell design is the one that minimizes the dif-
ference between EUC,ideal and Eideal; for example, the
field that minimizes ‖Eideal − EUC,ideal‖22. (Often only
the phase is optimized and the efficiency decreases fur-
ther; since we are interested in upper bounds, we assume
the ideal scenario.) By the orthogonality of the basis
functions in Eq. (2), there is a set of unit-cell coefficients
cm,Λ that minimize this least-squares quantity, given by
(cf. SM)
cm,Λ =
∫
u†m,Λ(x)E
ideal(x). (3)
From an infinite library of unit cells, then, stitching to-
gether those with coefficients closest to the distribution
of Eq. (3) represents the ideal unit-cell design. Yet even
if such library elements exist, the simulated performance
of the full device falls short in efficiency, in part for a
simple reason: generically, the field EUC,ideal of Eq. (1)
is not a valid solution of Maxwell’s equations.
We can semi-analytically determine the closest approx-
imation to Eq. (1) which is a valid solution of Maxwell’s
equations. At the exit plane of the metalens, we can
write the fields not as a superposition of unit-cell basis
functions, but instead as a linear combination of plane
waves:
EUC(x) =
Npw∑
m=1
cm,Lum,L(x), (4)
where the um,L have the same form as in Eq. (2), but
replacing the period Λ with the device diameter L, and
removing the Heaviside function. (Since we are inter-
ested in large metalenses with L  λ, we simplify the
discretization to Npw waves in Eq. (4) by assuming pe-
riodic boundary conditions, which have no effect in the
large-L limit.) The Maxwell field EUC that is closest to
EUC,ideal can be found by minimizing the squared two-
norm ‖EUC,ideal − EUC‖22; by the orthogonality of the
um,L (analogous to the argument above), the coefficients
cm,L will be given by
cm,L =
∫
u†m,L(x)E
UC,ideal(x)
=
NdNuc∑
n=1
∫
u†m,L(x)un,Λ(x)
∫
u†n,Λ(x
′)Eideal(x′).
(5)
Rearranging Eq. (5) would yield an intuitive term sand-
wiched in the middle:
∑
n un,Λ(x)u
†
n,Λ(x
′), which is the
orthogonal projector [52] onto the unit-cell basis func-
tions. If the unit-cell basis were complete, i.e. it spanned
the space of all possible solutions, then that term would
be a delta function, Eq. (5) would simplify to the over-
lap of the ideal fields with the plane-wave basis func-
tions, and 100% efficiency would be possible. However,
the unit-cell basis is not complete: the periodic orders of
the unit cell do not span the space of all possible solu-
tions, and this shortcoming necessarily leads to efficiency
losses.
Equation (5) can be evaluated for any unit-cell period
Λ and numerical aperture, with the resulting focusing-
plane fields computed by Eq. (4). The intensity of the
fields at the focal point, relative to those of the ideal
field Eideal, thereby represents an upper bound on the
maximum designable efficiency by a unit-cell approach.
We plot the upper bound in Fig. 2(a), showing the steep
dropoffs in maximum efficiency as numerical aperture in-
creases. Figure 2(b) shows the ideal and unit-cell-ideal
4fields at the exit plane of the metasurface, with the lat-
ter unable to capture the necessarily rapid variations
in phase and amplitude. We emphasize that the effi-
ciency upper bound accounts only for the incomplete-
ness of the unit-cell basis (including effects such as in-
sufficient spatial sampling of the phase [53, 54]); it as-
sumes no further losses due to multiple-scattering ef-
fects between non-identical neighboring cells (that violate
the local-periodicity assumption), and thus almost cer-
tainly overestimates the maximum efficiency possible in a
unit-cell approach. Even so, these modal-decomposition
bounds predict significant efficiency losses for unit-cell-
based high-numerical-aperture metalenses. An alterna-
tive is to design the entire device at once, a task of sig-
nificant complexity where inverse design may be ideal.
III. METALENS INVERSE DESIGN
FRAMEWORK
Inverse design requires specification of a figure of merit
as well as the geometrical degrees of freedom. To deter-
mine the focusing properties of a given metalens geome-
try, we compute the fields at an exit plane of the meta-
surface and project them to the far field. The plane-wave
decomposition at the exit plane is given by
E(x) =
1
A
∑
i
ciεˆie
iki·x =
∑
i
ciEi(x) (6)
where ki the wavevector of each plane wave, i a dis-
cretized order comprising angle and polarization, and εˆi
is the polarization unit-vector. For the figure of merit
(FOM), we use a measure of the overlap between the
exit-plane electric field, with field coefficients ci, with a
“target” field, the time-reversed (conjugated) field ema-
nating from an electric dipole at the desired focal point,
with field coefficients ctari :
F = 1
2
∑
i
|c∗i ctari |2, (7)
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Equa-
tion (7) is a function of frequency, and independent of
a global phase in the vector of coefficients ctari , since we
do not want to fix the phase of the field at the focal
point. To optimize broadband focusing, one could maxi-
mize the frequency average of the overlap in Eq. (7), but
optimizations of the average tend to converge to solu-
tions with very good performance at isolated frequencies
but poor performance across much of the bandwidth of
interest. Instead, a more robust approach is to optimize
the worst-case performance across the bandwidth of in-
terest, ensuring that every frequency achieves at least a
modest if not exceptional level of efficiency. Such ap-
proaches generally fall under the umbrella of “minimax”
optimizations [47], though since our natural metric is one
of maximization, we technically use maximin over the ge-
ometrical degrees of freedom and the frequency range of
interest:
max
geo
[min
ω
F(E)]. (8)
In all of the designs presented below, we use TiO2 as
the metalens material, incorporating its dispersion across
visible wavelengths [55]. For the geometrical degrees of
freedom, we allow the density of TiO2 to vary between 0
and 1 at every point in the structure (a “topology opti-
mization” approach), and then add penalty functions [12]
to Eq. (8) to enforce a binary-material constraint (ulti-
mately converging to densities of 0 and 1 at every point).
In some cases we also enforce the constraint of constant
permittivity in one (z) direction, akin to a slab that can
be fabricated by conventional lithography techniques.
The critical step in inverse design is the efficient com-
putation of the gradient with respect to the arbitrarily
many geometrical degrees of freedom, to discover effi-
cient updates from one geometry to the next. Instead
of independently simulating every geometrical perturba-
tion, by reciprocity (or its generalization for nonrecipro-
cal media [56]), one can use a single coherent set of dipole
sources, with spatially dependent amplitudes determined
by the form of the figure of merit, to compute an “ad-
joint” field that in one simulation provides information
about all possible perturbations [57]. For a metric with
the form of Eq. (7), the current sources for the adjoint
simulation are given by Jadj = −iωPadj = −iω∂F/∂E
(Ref. [14]), which on the exit plane of the metalens are
given by:
Jadj(x) = −iω ∂F
∂E
= − iω
2
∑
i
ci|ctari |2E∗i (x). (9)
The derivative of F with respect to E is computed by in-
verting Eq. (6), i.e. ci =
∫
A
E∗i (x) ·E(x), where A is the
area of the exit plane. Per Eq. (9), the adjoint sources
can be physically interpreted as a weighted combination
of time-reversed plane wave modes “back-propagated”
(as in deep-learning neural networks [38–40]) into the
design region of the metalens. Once the adjoint fields
are known, the gradient of F with respect to permittiv-
ity perturbations δε can be computed from the variation
∂F/∂ε(x) = Re [E(x) ·Eadj(x)]. These derivatives can
then be used in gradient descent or other common opti-
mization algorithms to discover an optimal design.
The plane-wave-decomposition approach to metalens
inverse design is depicted in Fig. 1(a). We simulate
every geometry with Meep, a free-software implemen-
tation [58] of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [59]. We consider broad-bandwidth response for
450–700nm wavelengths, representing a large 43% rela-
tive bandwidth. We optimize the fields at 20 wavelengths
in this range and verify that the optimal devices have a
smooth spectral response at substantially higher resolu-
tion (120 wavelengths). (We found that optimizing with
510 frequency points or fewer may lead to highly oscil-
latory frequency response with wide deviations within
the visible-frequency bandwidth at intermediate, non-
optimized frequencies, as shown in the SM.) The max-
imin metric of Eq. (8) is not differentiable everywhere,
caused by by frequency crossings whereby infinitesimal
geometric perturbations cause the lowest-efficiency fre-
quency to change. This can be handled by a standard op-
timization transformation to epigraph form [60], in which
a dummy scalar variable is maximized, and the value of F
in Eq. (7) at each frequency becomes an inequality con-
straint, but for metalenses that are many wavelengths
in size, with many frequencies to be computed, this can
require substantial data storage. Instead, for every ge-
ometry we select only the minimum-efficiency frequency’s
gradient and use that as the gradient for the more gen-
eral FOM, which is the correct gradient everywhere that
the FOM is differentiable. In theory such an approach
could lead to oscillations and slow convergence, but in
practice we see robust convergence to high-quality op-
tima. Each iteration takes approximately 45 seconds on
25 cores in our computational cluster (Intel Xeon E5-
2660 v4 3.2 GHz processors). The least-squares figure of
merit rapidly improves then converges in about 200 iter-
ations, after which the geometric penalization transforms
the grayscale design to a binary one, which is a slow pro-
cess (on the order of 2000 iterations) but which results
in little-to-no efficiency losses.
IV. ACHROMATIC METALENS DESIGN
In this section, we design metalenses across a range
of low to high numerical apertures, achieving relatively
high efficiencies for each optimal device. We assume
two-dimensional devices with thicknesses of 250 nm and
widths of 12.5 µm, with the latter chosen to be large
enough (≈ 20λ) to require large phase variations but
small enough for relatively fast optimizations (under 3
hours on the computers described above). In the SM
we demonstrate 2D designs with similar efficiencies for
widths up to 60λ, as well as fully 3D metalens designs.
For simplicity we do not incorporate a particular sub-
strate, though again in the SM we demonstrate similar
performance for an optimized device on a substrate. We
use TiO2 for the material, and incorporate its material
dispersion [55] by fitting a Lorentz–Drude model to the
susceptibility. A transverse magnetic wave is used for the
incident field. For the geometric “pixels,” we enforce a
25 nm minimum size to avoid non-robust, highly sensi-
tive designs that are difficult to fabricate. We also verify
robustness after optimization by simulating material im-
perfections in the optimized designs, which retain high
efficiency even for moderate geometrical imperfections.
We have designed optimal metalensas at each of the
10 numerical apertures 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 0.99, with their effi-
ciencies plotted in Fig. 1(d). We include further charac-
teristic data for each in the SM; in the remainder of the
section, we highlight and discuss three of the designs,
at NA = 0.1, 0.9, and 0.99. All geometrical degrees of
freedom for each design are included in the SM.
A. Low-NA, high-efficiency metalens
All broadband metalens designs to date [2–5, 8, 9, 21]
operate in the low-NA regime. Thus, we start with low-
NA designs for a more direct comparison, and we demon-
strate higher efficiencies than the current state-of-the-art.
For 12.5 µm width and 250 nm thickness, a 0.1-NA
device has a 60 µm focal length, depicted in Fig. 3(a).
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the designed device achieves
an average focusing efficiency of 65% and a maximum
efficiency of 78% over visible wavelengths (450 – 700
nm). We use the same definition of focusing efficiency
as Ref. [8]: the ratio of the power concentrated within
the region out to the first electric-field minimum di-
vided by the total incident power (including all reflec-
tion loss). The focal length remains nearly constant over
wavelength. Any focal-length deviations remain within
the depth of focus as measured by the full-width half-
max of the field intensity. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the
focused electric fields are nearly diffraction-limited, and
are even narrower than the diffraction limit at shorter
wavelengths. (Imperfect focusing efficiencies enable sub-
diffraction-limited fields [61, 62].) Figure. 3(d) shows
the optimized structure, comprising an alternating se-
ries of TiO2 blocks and air holes. Considering the high-
level geometric patterning, the density of TiO2 increases
from the lens edge to its center, as also seen in unit-
cell-based designs [8, 9]. On the other hand, very distin-
guishable from unit-cell designs, the small-scale geomet-
rical variations are clearly non-periodic. Fig. 3(e) shows
the electric-field intensity profiles over many wavelengths,
exhibiting clear high focusing efficiency; despite signifi-
cant variations in the near-zone fields as the wavelength
changes, each wavelength depicted (and all intermediate
wavelengths not shown) produce focusing at the same
focal plane. The images in Fig. 3 show the entire simula-
tion region with no stray fields unaccounted for. Further
increases in focusing efficiency would be possible with
materials that have less dispersion than TiO2. We en-
forced relatively large minimum features sizes (25 nm),
for fabrication compatibility; smaller feature sizes may
yield modest further efficiency improvements.
B. High-NA metalens, NA = 0.9
In this subsection we design and demonstrate high-
NA broadband achromatic metalenses. The optimal de-
vice, shown in Fig. 4(a), has the same dimensions as the
NA=0.1 lens while the target focal length is now 3 µm.
The optimal-device focal length, shown in Fig. 4(b), is
nearly unchanged over visible wavelengths, and the fo-
cusing efficiency ranges from 13% to 32% with an aver-
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FIG. 3. NA = 0.1, high-efficiency achromatic metalens for visible wavelengths (450 – 700 nm) using a lithography-compatible
“Const-z” geometry. (a) Metalens dimensions. (Not to scale.) (b) Focusing efficiency and focal lengths of the optimized
metalens. The average efficiency is 65% over visible spectrum. The efficiency was calculated by power within the first minimum
point divided by the incidence power. Calculated focal lengths remain within the depth of focus area at all wavelengths. (c)
Full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the optimized metalens and the corresponding Airy disk. (d) Optimized TiO2-based
metalens design. (e) Normalized intensity (|E|2) profile. The curves are normalized intensity profiles at the focal plane.
age value of 23%. As expected, the focusing efficiency is
smaller than for the low-NA device, due to the increased
difficulty of focusing light to a closer point over the same
frequency bandwidth. The FWHM of the optimized met-
alens is slightly larger than that of the diffraction limited
lens. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the optimized device struc-
ture is again clearly non-periodic, with rapid changes in
topology that accommodate the ≈ 12 intervals of 0 to
2pi phase change required at these dimensions. Normal-
ized intensity (|E|2) profiles are shown in Fig. 4(e) for 8
selected wavelengths. The 450-nm-wavelength intensity
profile (blue) shows a primary focal spot at the desired
length of 3µm as well as a second focal spot at 1.9µm,
which arises due to the relatively low focusing efficiency
at that wavelength. To further improve efficiency of the
high NA achromatic metalens, as we discussed in the
previous section, one could use a much finer resolution of
the structure up to fabrication limit. Multilayer metasur-
faces [20] are an alternative way of increasing the degree
of freedom. This is illustrated by the fact that increas-
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FIG. 4. High-NA (NA = 0.9) achromatic metalens for visible wavelengths. (a) Metalens dimensions. (b) Focusing efficiency
and focal lengths of the optimized metalens. The average efficiency is 23% over visible spectrum. (c) FWHM of the optimized
metalens and the corresponding Airy disk. (d) Optimized metalens design. (e) Normalized intensity (|E|2) profile everywhere
(images) and at the focal plane (curves).
ing the degrees of freedom with a “freeform” topology
varying in the z direction improves the average focusing
efficiency from 23% to 41% for 0.9 NA metalenses, as
shown in Fig. 1(d).
C. Very-high-NA freeform metalens, NA=0.99
In this section, we probe the extreme limit of high-NA
design, relaxing the constant-z topology constraint and
designing a freeform-topology device that achieves NA =
0.99. The optimized device has 12.5 µm width, 500 nm
thickness, and a focal length now of 0.9 µm, as depicted
in Fig. 5(a). The focal length shown in Fig. 4(b) is again
nearly constant over visible frequencies and the average
focusing efficiency is 27%. This result shows much higher
efficiency compared to the same NA constant-z structure
metalens due to the increased degrees of freedom. The
FWHM of the optimized metalens is slightly larger than
that of the diffraction limited lens. As shown in Fig. 5(d),
the optimized structure exhibits diagonal patterns that
presumably help redirect the light towards the nearby
focal spot. Normalized intensity (|E|2) profile is shown
in Fig. 5(e) for 8 selected wavelengths. It shows clear
focal spots at the target focal plane (0.9 µm) over the
visible spectrum.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have demonstrated the capability for
inverse design to discover high-efficiency achromatic met-
alenses across the visible spectrum. We focused on 2D de-
vices, to enable rapid systematic design of devices for ten
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FIG. 5. Near-unity-NA (NA = 0.99) achromatic metalens achieved by inverse design of a freeform geometry. (a,b) Metalens
dimensionsi, focusing efficiency, and focal lengths. (c) FWHM of the optimized metalens and the corresponding Airy disk. (d)
Optimal design. (e) Normalized field-intensity profiles.
different numerical apertures and two topologies (const-
z and freeform), as well as the many optimizations with
varying initial conditions and hyperparameter choices for
each case. In the SM we demonstrate two generalizations:
to larger diameters (up to 60λ) with very similar efficien-
cies, and to similarly sized 3D metalens devices. Our
results corroborate those from the literature demonstrat-
ing that there is not a significant dropoff from 2D device
designs [2, 3, 63] to their 3D counterparts [8, 9, 21, 27].
Through inverse design, we have demonstrated the
highest-efficiency low-NA achromatic metalenses to date,
as well as the first theoretical demonstration of broad-
band high-NA structures. Breaking the local-periodicity
assumptions of the unit-cell design approach results in
significant enhancements in device efficiency and a new
regime for performance. Scaling this approach to macro-
scopic length scales should be possible with emerging
fast-solver techniques, ultimately leading to the possibil-
ity for numerous applications including wearable optical
devices, microscopy and integrated optics.
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I. MATERIAL-DISPERSION SIMULATION VERIFICATION
In this work, Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is used to solve a full Maxwell equation1,2. FDTD can
cover a wide range of frequencies with a single time domain simulation. However, it requires time-domain modeling of
material dispersion. We model the dispersion of TiO2 material with Drude model and validate the material modeling
with a theoretical calculation of Fabry-Perot oscillations in a 1D dielectric slab3 as shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1: Simulated and calculated reflection and transmission of 100-nm-thick TiO2 dielectric slab. They match very
well over the visible spectrum.
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2II. ACHROMATIC METALENSES WITH A GLASS SUBSTRATE
Metalenses are generally fabricated on transparent substrates. Here, we demonstrate achromatic metalenses with
SiO2 substrate (n = 1.5). The incidence power is calculated within the glass substrate. As shown in Fig. 2 (a),
the optimized device has 250 nm thickness, 12.5 µm width, and 8.2 µm focal length, which corresponds to NA =
0.6. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), a calculated average focusing efficiency is 32 % over visible wavelengths (450 – 700 nm)
while the highest efficiency is 39 %. The focusing efficiency is defined as the ratio of the E-field intensity within
the first minimum point and the incidence power4. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the calculated full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) over visible wavelength is very close to the diffraction limited FWHM except for the longer wavelength.
Figure. 2(d) shows the optimized structure which is feasible to existing lithography techniques5,6. Figure. 2(e) shows
E-field intensity profiles at the focal plane. Except for the 700nm wavelength, they are very close to diffraction limited
focal spots.
FIG. 2: Achromatic metalens for the visible wavelength (450 – 700 nm) with substrate (n = 1.5) (a) Schematic
illustration of metalens dimension. (b) Focusing efficiency of the optimized metalens. The average efficiency is 32 %
over the visible spectrum. The efficiency was calculated by the power within the first minimum point divided by the
incidence power. (c) Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the optimized metalens and the corresponding airy disk.
(d) Optimized TiO2 based metalens structure. The width and thickness of the metalens are 12.5 µm and 250 nm,
respectively. 25 nm grid spacing was used. The maximum aspect ratio is 10. (e) Normalized intensity (|E|2) profile.
3III. LEAST-SQUARES OPTIMAL COEFFICIENTS
In the main text, we solve for optimal unit-cell coefficients to achieve a desired field distribution. In the setup
of the problem, there is a given field E(x) that can be decomposed into an orthonormal basis of functions Ei(x)
and coefficients ci, and a target field Etar(x) that one would like E(x) to most closely approximately, i.e., there is a
functional F of the coefficients ci to be minimized:
min
ci
F (ci) = min
ci
‖Etar −E(x)‖22 = minci
∥∥∥∥∥Etar −∑
i
ciEi(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
. (1)
In the main text we stated that the optimal coefficients are given by
ci =
ˆ
E∗i ·Etar. (2)
This statement is a well-known result for linear least squares problems. Here, we provide a short proof in this context.
For any given i, we can compute the value of ci for which ∂F/∂ci equals 0. In fact, we must carefully consider both
the real and imaginary parts of ci; instead, we can use the complex CR calculus
? , whereby ci and its conjugate ci
∗
are formally considered independent variables, and the derivatives of F with respect to each must be zero. Since F
is real-valued the two derivatives contain redundant information, and only one must be set to zero; for simplicity in
the ultimately derivation, we choose the derivative with respect to ci
∗:
∂F
∂ci∗
= −
ˆ
E∗i ·
Etar −∑
j
cjEj

= −
ˆ
E∗i ·Etar + ci, (3)
where in the latter expression we have used the orthonormality of the basis functions,
´
E∗j · Ei = δij . Thus the
condition for zero first derivative requires Eq. 2 to hold; as the only extremum it must also be the minimum, thus
proving that it is the solution to the minimization problem.
4IV. SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZED METALENSES FOR VARIOUS NUMERICAL APERTURES USING
TRANSLATION INVARIANT GEOMETRY
We demonstrated low to high NA metalenses in the main text. Here, we attach detailed optimized structures and
efficiencies at the visible wavelength. As shown in Fig. 3, the optimized structures, in the macroscopic view, have a
gradually varying TiO2 filling ratio over device radial direction. The speed of this variation increases over increasing
NA. Figure 4 shows achieved efficiencies for various NA (0.1 – 0.9) using translation invariant geometry. The detailed
geometric parameters are attached at the end of this supplementary material.
FIG. 3: Optimized metalenses for various NA (0.1 – 0.9) using translation invariant geometry. The thickness and
width are 250 nm and 12.5 µm, respectively. The minimum resolution is 25 nm with the maximum aspect ratio of 10.
5FIG. 4: Achieved efficiency over 450 – 700 nm wavelength range for various NA (0.1 – 0.9) using translation invariant
geometry. The blue curves are focusing efficiencies (as defined in the main text) while the red curves are efficiency
within diffraction limit, which is calculated via ratio between power within diffraction limit and incidence power.
6V. SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZED METALENSES FOR VARIOUS NUMERICAL APERTURES USING
FREEFORM GEOMETRY
The numerical aperture (NA) versus efficiencies plot is shown in the main text. The optimized geometries and
efficiencies data are shown in Figs. 5, 6. It might be hard to figure out any physical insight from the optimized
geometries. Again, in the macroscopic view, they seem to have a gradually varying TiO2 filling ratio over device
radial direction. The detailed geometric parameters are attached in the separate supplementary text files.
FIG. 5: Optimized metalenses for various NA (0.1 – 0.9) using freeform geometry. The thickness and width are 500
nm and 12.5 µm, respectively. The minimum resolution is 25 nm.
7FIG. 6: Achieved efficiency over 450 – 700 nm wavelength range for various NA (0.1 – 0.9) using freeform geometry.
The blue curves are focusing efficiencies (as defined in the main text) while the red curves are efficiency within
diffraction limit, which is calculated via ratio between power within diffraction limit and incidence power.
8VI. ANALYSIS OF LARGER DEVICE SIZE
Large area design is a particular problem in the metalens community7. To address this issue, we optimize metalenses
with different device widths from 10 λ to 60 λ. NA is fixed to 0.3 and then the device width is adjusted to see the
focusing efficiency variation. The optimized structure is translational invariant geometry with the 250-nm-thick TiO2
material. As shown in Fig. 7, the average efficiencies are close to 40 % for different device sizes. There is no sign of
significant efficiency drop for larger devices. Note that it was tested up to the 60 λ long device where our computational
capacity can handle.
FIG. 7: Average focusing efficiencies for different device sizes.
9VII. FREQUENCY SENSITIVITY STUDY
Early metalens works have demonstrated discrete operating wavelengths6,8,9. Then, in order to achieve a pure
achromatic operation, all of phase profile, group delay, and group delay dispersion are modeled by the unit cell
approach4. Also, densely selected wavelengths10–12 could also realize a continuous achromatic metalenses. The former
should work well for a certain bandwidth centered at the selected wavelength. However, many studies using the latter
method do not check the performance over continuous bandwidth. Here, we optimize an achromatic metalens with 10
discrete wavelengths ranging from 450 nm to 700 nm for NA = 0.99, which corresponds to ∆λ = 35 nm. As shown in
Fig. 8, the selected ten wavelengths show 31 % average efficiency while the average efficiency calculated with finer ∆λ
is only about 18 %. This implies that many existing achromatic metalenses which were evaluated at well separated
wavelengths may only work at those wavelengths.
FIG. 8: Focusing efficiency versus wavelength. The optimization was initially performed over 10 discrete
wavelengths (blue circled data), then the performance of metalens was plotted over 30 wavelengths (red curve) to
check the broadband operation where the efficiency dropped from 31 % (10 wavelengths calculation) to 18 % (30
wavelengths calculation).
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VIII. METALENS DESIGN IN 3D
In the main text, we demonstrated 2D achromatic metalenses due to the limit of our computational resource. Here,
we present a relatively small 3D achromatic Metalens to validate our methodology in 3D. The diameter of the lens is
7.5 µm and thickness is 250 nm. The focal length is 15.0 µm which corresponds to NA = 0.25. Figure. 9 (a) shows the
optimized 3D achromatic metalens in top view. The black region indicates TiO2 and the white region indicates air.
The focal length remains nearly constant at three target frequencies (450, 650, 850 nm). The electric-field intensity
profiles at the focal plane (z = 15.0 µm) is shown in Fig. 9(b). Note that this is a preliminary result of designing
3D achromatic metalens. To further improve this result, it may require (1) smaller feature sizes (2) a better angular
resolution in order decomposition (3) a good guess on initial geometry parameters. The two formers can be resolved
with a greater computing resource while the latter may need theoretical study13.
FIG. 9: Optimized 3D metalens. Thickness of device is 0.25 um and lens diameter is 7.5 µm and NA is 0.25 (a) top
view of the 3D metalens. (b) E-field intensity at the focal plane.
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TABLE I: Constant-z geometry parameters of every grid point (25-nm-long) of the nine metasurfaces in Fig. 1(c).
The grid number starts from the left side of the metasurface. Value of one indicates TiO2 and zero indicates air.
Grid Number NA=0.1 NA=0.2 NA=0.3 NA=0.4 NA=0.5 NA=0.6 NA=0.7 NA=0.8 NA=0.9
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
8 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
9 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
14 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
15 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
16 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
17 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
18 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
19 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
22 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
23 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
24 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
26 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
27 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
28 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
29 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
30 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
31 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
32 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
33 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
34 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
35 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
36 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
37 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
38 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
39 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
40 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
41 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
42 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
43 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
44 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
45 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
46 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
47 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
48 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
49 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
50 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
51 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
52 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
54 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
55 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
56 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
57 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
58 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
59 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
60 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
12
Grid Number NA=0.1 NA=0.2 NA=0.3 NA=0.4 NA=0.5 NA=0.6 NA=0.7 NA=0.8 NA=0.9
61 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
62 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
63 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
64 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
65 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
66 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
67 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
68 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
69 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
70 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
71 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
72 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
73 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
74 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
75 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
76 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
77 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
78 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
79 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
80 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
81 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
82 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
83 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
84 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
85 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
86 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
87 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
88 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
89 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
90 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
91 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
92 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
93 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
94 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
95 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
96 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
97 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
98 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
99 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
100 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
101 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
102 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
103 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
104 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
105 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
106 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
107 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
108 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
109 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
110 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
111 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
112 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
113 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
114 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
115 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
116 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
117 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
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Grid Number NA=0.1 NA=0.2 NA=0.3 NA=0.4 NA=0.5 NA=0.6 NA=0.7 NA=0.8 NA=0.9
118 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
119 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
120 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
121 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
122 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
123 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
124 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
125 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
126 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
127 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
128 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
129 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
130 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
131 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
132 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
133 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
134 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
135 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
136 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
137 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
138 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
139 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
140 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
141 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
142 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
143 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
144 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
145 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
146 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
147 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
148 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
149 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
150 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
151 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
152 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
153 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
154 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
155 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
156 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
157 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
158 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
160 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
161 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
162 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
163 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
164 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
165 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
166 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
167 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
168 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
169 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
170 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
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Grid Number NA=0.1 NA=0.2 NA=0.3 NA=0.4 NA=0.5 NA=0.6 NA=0.7 NA=0.8 NA=0.9
171 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
172 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
173 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
174 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
175 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
176 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
177 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
178 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
179 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
180 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
181 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
182 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
183 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
184 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
185 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
186 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
187 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
188 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
189 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
190 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
191 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
192 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
193 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
194 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
195 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
196 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
197 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
198 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
199 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
200 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
201 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
202 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
203 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
204 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
205 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
206 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
207 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
208 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
209 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
210 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
211 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
212 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
213 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
214 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
215 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
216 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
217 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
218 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
219 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
220 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
221 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
222 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
223 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
224 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
225 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
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Grid Number NA=0.1 NA=0.2 NA=0.3 NA=0.4 NA=0.5 NA=0.6 NA=0.7 NA=0.8 NA=0.9
226 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
227 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
228 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
229 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
230 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
231 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
232 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
233 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
234 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
235 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
236 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
237 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
238 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
239 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
240 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
241 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
242 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
243 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
244 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
245 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
246 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
247 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
248 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
249 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
250 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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